FAPA Meeting
Thursday 9th June 2016
Present: Jo Freeman, Helen Byne, Nicky Montague, Nicola Taylor, Lizz Dugan,
Clair Callow, Sarah Checkley, Dean Brockwell, Rachel Lunn, Charlotte Caspall,
Tracey Greed.

Apologies: none noted
Election of new chair and vice Chair for infants Parents
Association:
Lizz Dugan gave an explanation of the current situation with the infant parent’s
association committee. Denise Edwards has stepped down from the position of Chair
and a temporary chair needs to be elected to cover the role from now until the end of
the summer term. After a conversation about how this role can be covered and what
was involved Dean Brockwell put himself forward which was 2nd by Lizz Dugan, and
Nicky Montague steeped forward for vice Chair 2nd by Jo Freeman. Both these roles
will run until the next committee is voted in for the next academic year, big thank you
to Dean and Nicky.

School Discos:
Please let Charlotte, Nicky, or Dean know if you’re available to help out for the
discos on Friday 24th June.

Summer Fayre update:














Mr whippy has confirmed attendance and will pay £130 and will charge no
more than £1 for a ‘99’ ice cream.
Bay tree estate agents were contacted about what they would be doing at the
fare and seemed not shore. Henery Adams will be attending and will give
£100 for bouncy castle hire.
Utility Warehouse will have a private stand, offering the chance to win prizes.
Lee Sargent and his street dance class are unable to come.
Sabrina Andrews will be attending
There has not been anything arranged for the different classes putting on a
performance.
The University of Chichester have 4 students available to play music at the
fayre, Sarah needs to get back to them to confirm and to find out if they have
speakers?
Dean will find out if the entertainer from last year is available.
St John Ambulance can attend
Clair will contact Rosemary for contact details for the owls
Raffle prizes are coming in and waiting to hear from all the companies that
have been contacted.
The gazebo’s need to be checked.
Currently private tables are Lego mini figures and jewellery.




Lizz Dugan will find out about strawberry donation.
The fire engine is attending.

New parents evening 20th June 2016:
Dean will attend this and give new parent information about the Parents
Association and what we do ….and tries and encourage new parents to come
along to PA meeting.

DATES FOR NEXT MEETINGS:
Wednesday 22nd June, 7pm at Southdown’s pub
Wednesday 29th June, 7pm at Infants

